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Presentation Notes�
I will focus on: c) Strengthening developing countries’ participation in international research networks; d) Meeting the specific technology development needs of developing countries; addressing barriers and constraints to technology transfer and diffusion of clean and environmentally sound technologies; e) Enhancing North-South, South-South and triangular cooperation.
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Is this technology sustainable? 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=a9fpolCvM-8

https://cumail.carleton.ca/owa/redir.aspx?C=59a82bbce68b4e428b2810283f2a0d30&URL=http%3a%2f%2fwww.youtube.com%2fwatch%3fv%3da9fpolCvM-8


Recap

•Defn –

 
inclusive and importance of the private sector (Dalhman)

•Systemic approach and networks important (Sagar)

•World is changing -

 
Rise of South (Srinivas)
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Urgency – can’t wait for the market
Public good – externalities, thus need for government to play a more active role
Immature – challenge (increased risk and uncertainty) and opportunity (can work together)�



Data on Canada –

 
Source: Stanford 2012
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Fom Stanford, 2012�





Why are clean and environmentally sound technologies unique?

•

 
Urgency (climate change, voracious appetite for NR in era 

of increasing scarcity) 

•

 
Public good –

 
govts can take the ‘long view’

•

 
Often technologies are immature / less known in settings

Technology Approach so far: focus on output



Key Themes Conventional notions Emerging Perspectives

Movement of goods 
and services 
(technologies)

• North to South
• Technology transfer
• One way

Solutions • Technical / economic options
• Bias for over-arching prescriptions
• Piecemeal

Policy measures • Direct; intl and natl level

Innovators and 
innovation

• Experts; frontier, ‘breakthrough’ 
technologies

• Linear
Actors • Donor / recipient

• Often ‘lumped together’

Channels • Within firms is dominant (from HQ to 
subsidiary) 

• Between firms – JVs and licensing 
(North to South)

• Some triple helix

Presenter�
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The story so far: “Truisms” continue to predominate but warrant a re-think 
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Two distinct features with  research approach:

-

 
Systematic approach (attempts to capture various dimensions)

-

 
Innovation and adoption (integral relationship between how a 

technology is developed, produced and used)

Empirics

-

 
Informed by research in Mexico, Brazil, India and China and 

beyond –

 
cities and national level and mitigation; leading-edge 

and ‘appropriate’; consumers and producers

-

 
Mainly: Solar water heaters, biogas, PV, wind, IGCC, EE techs 

for SMEs
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The top one uses copper piping, while piping in the bottom one is made up of an alloy made from aluminium.  Source: Modulo Solar 2005
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Source: Clean Development Mechanism Project Design Document 

(CDM-PDD) Bandeirantes 2005, p. 5



Technology 
Transfer National Innovation System

New production 
capacity

Accumulation of 
technological capacity

Capital goods, 
services & designs

Skills & know-how 
for operation & 
maintenance

Knowledge & 
expertise behind 

technology

Indigenous 
support for 

technological 
capabilities
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Globalized innovation system – Sims Gallagher – policies natl , subnational  - but also intl and non –state private governance mechanisms

Key theoretical underpinnings regarding these insights – NIS, innovation capacities, socio-technical fit – importance of approaching issue systematically

A systematic approach – comprehensive (economic, technical and political, social aspects) 
Much discussion regarding defining innovation – invention, creativity, commercializing – bringing ideas for social good, etc. one key thread is the idea of change
Schumpeter – creative destruction

Literature on innovation is often divorced from literature on use – but how an innovation is developed, produced and use are integrally related
Why technology transfer / cooperation?�A key source of low carbon innovation�



KEY CONCEPTS

Innovation

World, market, organization

Innovation capacities

Know-why, principles, Flow C, knowledge

Technology cooperation

Two or more-way flows

Socio-technical fit

Social / cultural dimensions

Presenter�
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KEY CONCEPTS
Innovation (world, market, specific setting) OECD
Innovation capacities
– 	focus is on acquiring knowledge, expertise, �as well as physical equipment (Bell 1990) 
awareness, know how, know why (Lall 1995)
‘Hardware’ and ‘software’
Conducive to helping integration over time
Recognizes adaptive and incremental innovation
Technology cooperation
Flows are two or more ways, more of a partnership between players, more understanding and communication (Heaton et al. 1994, Martinot et al 1997)
Socio-technical fit
Social / cultural dimensions (e.g. Cherni et al. 2007, Cela 1997)
�



What is happening?

Bulk of activity –

 
private sector

Channels -

 
are changing

•

 
JVs and subsidiaries and licenses (Tata BP solar, GE, GM)

•

 
BUT also acquiring majority share or outright purchase of 

Northern firms (Reva, Suzlon / Goldwind)

•

 
Movement from technology transfer to cooperation -

 
perceptions 

are changing 
India –

 

emerged as a key destination for offshore corporate R&D (Herstatt et al. 

2008) 

Presenter�
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JVs and subsidiaries (Tata BP solar, GE and GM) and licenses
Also acquiring majority share or outright purchase of Northern firms (Reva and Norweigan EV firm; Sudwind went bankrupt in 1997, Suzlon hired German-trained engineers; Goldwind and Vensys)
Movement from technology transfer to cooperation - perceptions are changing 
India – emerged as a key destination for offshore corporate R&D (Herstatt et al. 2008) 
Insights from General Electric and General Motors
Collaborative RDD&D – India’s National Hybrid Propulsion Platform (NHPP)
�



Innovation and Innovators are changing

Leadbeater (2005) “special people in special places”

•Sociedade do Sol and frugal innovation (MacGuyver)

Termed jugaad in Hindi, gambiarra in Brazil, etc.; an “innovative 

fix; an improvised solution based on ingenuity and cleverness”

 (see Radjou et al. 2012); pro-poor innovation (Kaplinsky 2011)

http://www.sociedadedosol.org.br/en/presentation.htm

Open innovation

Non-linear innovation

R&D in the South –

 
to North (GE and GM)

Presenter�
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innovation is complex – more than access to IPRs (tacit knowledge, complex technologies, intricate details)
Interview with GE representative working on Integrated Gasification Combined Cycle (IGCC) – saw the creation of global hubs, partnerships as being critical for GE – draw from talent globally – he poses questions to colleagues working at GE office in India and wakes up with answers as they’ve been tackling them all day (time differences) 

Herstatt et al. 2008  - also confirmed in other studies AT Kearney, Boston Consulting Group, Booz Allen Hamilton p. 9�

http://www.sociedadedosol.org.br/en/presentation.htm




Examples -

 

Context:

 

Experiences matter

Evolution of Solar Water Heater market in Brazil (2009) (ABRAVA-DASOL 2010)
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Now I would like to examine the importance of context with a finer grain �



Context:

 
Experiences matter

Apagão

 
of 2000 / 2001

Impact of negative perception (SWHs in Mexico -

 
all painted with 

the same brush –

 
major ramifications –

 
word of mouth)

But not with biogas technologies –

 
social construction of 

technologies –

 
less entrenchment, more room for change?



EXAMPLES Policy measures –

 

Indirect policies are also key

 

(Privatization yes, but 

mainly foreign investment / industrial rules key; taxes less of a role)

Supply chain issues

Solar Water Heater “Wars”

Govt-sanctioned standards: INMETRO seal 

Perceptions – “ownership” vs. “inferior imports”

China – 863 programme; complement 973 (benefit of time – 1986, 1997)

Sub-national / local level? State policies to complement national level in India 
(PV); Brazil and Mexico – targeted municipalities just getting implemented 
(modeled on Barcelona)

Disconnect? International mechanisms little salience for Indian firms while CDM 
played a role in wind in China; SWHs little, whereas biogas very important

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
Quicker access to technologies in Brazil (supply chain issues) – speaks to the importance of infrastructure and proximity

SWHs "wars" or "divisiveness" between companies in Mexico City (national vs. foreign) – more effective mobilization – Brazilian firms more willing to defer to ABRAVA to represent their interests

more uniformity / cohesiveness in Sao Paulo – national voluntary standards since 1998 – critics of standards – lock in
Alternative innovation paths have continued (Sociedade do Sol, Grupo Solaris)
Can increase cost, but also increases reliability 

More perception of technology “ownership” in Brazil

Perception – free trade led to market flooded with cheap, lesser quality imports 
�



EXAMPLES Actors –

 
Relationships matter 

São

 

Paulo – networks are more institutionalized, organized, unified – 
more examples of cooperation across sectors (academic, govt, 
industry and (albeit only a little) citizens; two streams but groups come 
together on larger issues; strong indigenous expertise

Mexico City – links are more recent, ad hoc; public-private partnerships 
exist but not considered effective; more in-fighting and more difficult to 
mobilize groups; less indigenous expertise but growing 

India – more rapid rates of low carbon uptake when international links 
present
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– HHV (10 years) vs. Moser Baser (PV) (3 years moving into thin film), Mahindra & Mahindra – needed to engage foreign firms to move beyond concept car (Bosch, Siemens)
(M&M and Ford; Tata and U of Minnesota; diaspora and PV; HHV vs. Moser Baer)

Interviewee story 
“Why reinvent the wheel?” Pointing to his laptop, he stated “Why should
I spend time trying to build my own computer, because the time spent
in doing that, I will still be behind the curve because those companies
at the cutting edge are not going to stop – by the time I catch up, the
frontier technology will be that much farther. Take India’s niche in
spirituality –why create a completely separate system of yoga [in the
West] when you can draw from an art that has been existence for
thousands of years”.�



Key Themes Conventional Notions Emerging Perspectives

Movement of goods 
and services 
(technologies)

• North to South
• Technology transfer
• One way

• South to South, South to North
• Technology cooperation
• Two or more ways

Solutions • Technical / economic options
• Bias for over-arching prescriptions
• Piecemeal

• Social dynamics just as if not more 
important

• Context matters (experiences)
• More systematic

Policy measures • Direct; intl and natl level • Disconnect? Indirect; local level 

Innovators and 
innovation

• Experts; frontier, ‘breakthrough’ 
technologies

• Linear

• ‘lay people’ and experts; incremental, 
adaptive technologies; frugal 
innovation

• Non-linear
Actors • Donor / recipient

• Often ‘lumped together’
• Partners; engaged throughout, in a 

meaningful way
• Heterogeneous

Channels • Within firms is dominant (from HQ to 
subsidiary) 

• Between firms – JVs and licensing 
(North to South)

• Some triple helix

• Within firms (subsidiary to HQ)
• Acquisition or majority ownership of 

Northern by Southern firms
• While rare, some instances of 

quadruple helix
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North to South BUT technology transfer to cooperation
solutions skewed to technical / economic options; social dynamics often neglected BUT socio-technical fit, transitions management
Bias for over-arching prescriptions – context matters
perception of innovators remains ‘experts’ in a lab, tinkering away BUT co-creators, frugal innovation (Sociedade do Sol, Brazil)
Direct policy measures, pushed at international and national level, paramount in climate discussions – need to examine indirect policies and governance schemes (local engagement, cross-sectoral partnerships)
�



Considerations in Developing a Technology Facilitation 

Mechanism

1)More attention needed on the technology cooperation process

2)Things happening but public policy action needed (esp. SMEs)

3)Engaging local partners (early on, more meaningful ways)

4)International involvement –

 
increase rate of diffusion

5)Policy ‘windows’

 
–build on momentum, less entrenched

6)Disconnect with international policy mechanisms? Indirect 

policies are also key (trade)

7)South-North: China / India –

 
Germany, Canada; Subsidiary to HQ 

(India to US)

 
and South –

 
South:

 
Brazil and India (biomass; 

‘unfinished’

 
adapted), Sociedade do Sol –

 
intl cooperation; 

Presenter�
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Local partners – more time to build up trust, consensus, but generally more sustainable over time�



Ways Forward

1)Low carbon innovation centres

2)Cross sectoral partnerships

3)Policy coherence across jurisdictions and issues e.g. Microgrids

 
–

 
hype 

buzzword or feasible? 

4)Collaborative international RDD&D –

 
National Hybrid Propulsion 

Program (creative ways to address IPRs), ownership, diaspora

Acknowledgements:  LSE, David Ockwell, Tim Forsyth, Prosanto Pal, Interviewees,authors in Low 
Carbon Technology Transfer: from Rhetoric to Reality (e.g. Abdel

 

Latif and Srinivas)
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(monopoly; inherent bias towards large scale, centralized electricity projects; perceptions – grid = modernity)West Africa Canadian funding for large scale electricity (mining / resource extraction) versus bringing electricity for people
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